Southeast
Sedimentation Survey
Reference Guide
Accessing the Mobile App
Download Survey123 field app to your mobile device:
Download from iTunes Store >
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/
survey123-for-arcgis/id993015031?mt=8
Download from Google Play >
https://play.google.com/store/apps/
details?id=com.esri.survey123&hl=en
2. Link your device by visiting https://arcg.is/1P1eDf1
3. Start Collecting! Fields with red asterisk are mandatory.

Filling Out Observation Fields
Forest Service Ranger District Select Ranger District where you will be performing this survey.
Road/Trail Designation Type in the number or name of the trail or road being surveyed.
Surveyors Type in the first and last names of teammates on this survey with no spaces. At least two
teammates are required for each survey.
Feet per Step Prior to collecting data, you should find the average number of feet that you cover
in each step. To do this, lay out a 100-ft tape. Walk at a normal pace along the tape in one
direction, counting the number of steps required to go 100-ft. Turn around and take a new count
of steps needed to cover 100-ft. Average the number of steps required from your two counts and
then divide 100 ft by this average. Enter this number here and save it in a convient, easy-to-find
location for future reference.
Survey Date Select date on which the data for this survey is being collected.
Location Location is intended to be collected automatically through GPS signals. Record your location by
touching the bullseye button. Verify point on map. Tap on map to place the point manually if point
seems in error or GPS is not working. Survey can still be performed if GPS location is not working.
Confirm that the error is +/- 10 m. If the error is above this, tap the bullseye at the top left corner of the
map. If the error remains above 10 m, press and hold the bullseye for a couple seconds. This will start
location averaging. Once the error drops below 10 m, press the bullseye to stop averaging.

Drainage Type When walking road or trail and obvious sediment is encountered that is leaving trail/road
surface, select drainage feature type that is transporting sediment off the prism. (The terms prism and
trail/road are used interchangeably). The following shows examples of drainage features. If the feature
does not fit one of these options, choose ‘other’ and write a brief description.
Waterbar

Rolling Dip

Grade Sag

Outslope

Culvert

Diversion Ditch

Stream Crossing

Surfacing Select predominate surface of road or trail at drainage feature including contributing area. If
the surface does not fit one of these options, choose ‘other’ and write a brief description.
Native

Gravel

Washed Gravel

Rip-Rap Stone

Paved

Prism Condition Select characterization that best describes predominate type of erosion on trail/road, if
any, leading to drainage feature. In some cases, erosion may not be occurring on the prism but water is
running off at the drainage feature and creating downslope erosive impacts. If the erosion does not fit
one of these options, choose ‘other’ and write a brief description.
Sheet Erosion

Rill Erosion

Stable

Gully Erosion

Stable w/ Downslope Impact

Prism Shape Select category that best
describes predominate shape of trail or
road upslope & draining to drainage
feature.

Inslope Edge Material Identify the primary type of material that makes up the inslope edge of the road
bed. Typical materials include heavy leaf litter, road bed material or the hillslope itself. The inslope is
the uphill side of the road.
Inslope Edge Greatest Depth Along the road prism for each drainage feature, measure the greatest
depth of the edge material and select the range that encompasses this depth. For edges that are even
with the road surface, mark 0".

Outslope Edge Material Same as inslope except on the downhill side of the road.
Outslope Edge Greatest Depth Same as inslope except on the downhill side of the road.
Number of Steps Along Prism Count your number of steps along the visible erosion on the prism from
one high point feeding the drainage feature to the next next point feeding feature. For something like a
rolling dip, the drainage feature will be in the middle of two topographic breaks. For something like a
waterbar, the drainage feature will be at the end of the prism length funneling water to it.
Length of Erosion on Prism to Drainage (Feet) This field will autocalculate if you record your "Feet per
Pace" and "Number of Steps Along Prism". There is also an option to manually enter distance if using a
tape measure, range finder or a partner's pacing estimate.
Sediment Travel Distance (Feet) Where sediment is leaving trail, use tape measure or confident pacing or
ocular estimate to record distance from trail/road edge to extent of visible sediment. This may require
‘bushwhacking’ and disturbing leaf and duff layer to get below surface appearances.
Do not confuse naturally occurring fine soil sediments with sediment from contributing
prism. We are concerned with how far the sediment from the road is travelling.
Erosion Off Road/Trail Observe surrounding terrain adjacent to prism and drainage feature and record
yes or no to other obvious erosion occurring off the road or trail being surveyed. Sometimes a hillslope
or gully may be occurring in the landscape surrounding the trail or road and this field allows us to
capture that data.
Sediment to Stream Record yes or no to whether sediment from the trail/road and drainage feature
being surveyed or that is occurring off the road or trail is making its way to a stream.
This observation is best performed while measuring sediment travel distance.
Sediment Plume in Channel from Drainage At stream, identify whether a sediment plume from same or
similar sediment particles as evident on the trail or road is in the steam or stream bed. Record yes or no.
Image of Sedimentation Source (Optional) Take a photograph depicting either erosion on the trail /road
surveyed or the sediment travel to the stream. One photograph is sufficient.
Check Mark Click check at bottom of survey to send
Often, no cell service will be available in the locations you will be surveying. If this is the
case, Survey123 will save the survey in your outbox. Please submit all surveys once
service is available.

If You Have Questions, please contact TU Community Science Staff:
Jeff Wright | jeff.wright@tu.org | (636) 734-2055

